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IPAs

Impact = Performance * Adoption * Scale



“Design thinking is a human-centered approach to 
innovation that draws from the designer’s toolkit to 
integrate the needs of people, the possibilities of 
technology, and the requirements for business success.”
—Tim Brown, Executive Chair of IDEO

https://designthinking.ideo.com/
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Disclaimer



Problem solvers love good problems… 
 
This talk should help you understand how to find good problems that are worth 
solving. I have no doubt that the ingenuity in the ‘room’ here is almost limitless…
but, where to apply it? 
 
Enter >> Human Centered Design Research 

Let’s begin



Human Centered Design

Feasibility

Viability

DesirabilityHuman-centered 
Design

Ethicality



As a (Human Centered) Designer, you need to know 
who you are designing for. 

 
That makes you also a User Researcher. 

You will need to use your creativity to develop new 
approaches to research and to craft important 

project components for yourself and your team.



Our focus today 

● Trusting your research eyes and ears

● The value of context in providing tangibility and cueing conversation

● Designing creative research stimuli to foster conversation

● Understanding how to find insights with design energy

● Turning insights into actionable “HMW” problems to tackle





Research approaches

Project phase: Strategize Execute Assess

Goal

Inspire, explore and 
choose new directions and 

opportunities

Inform and optimize 
designs in order to reduce 
risk and improve usability

Measure product 
performance against itself 

or competition

Approach
Qualitative and quantitative Mainly qualitative 

(Formative)
Mainly quantitative 

(Summative)

Typical Methods

Field studies, diary studies, 
data mining or analytics

Card sorting, field studies, 
participatory design, paper 

prototype, usability 
studies, desirability 

studies, customer emails

Usability benchmarking, 
online assessments, 
surveys, A/B testing



User Research should be continuous, iterative, 
and tightly coupled with design.



Just as your prototypes evolve in fidelity, 
your research evolves in its level of focus 
across the project. 

● Early design research is exploratory, open, and broad.  You cast 
a wide net.  

● Later design research is more focused and oriented around 
design specifics.



What HCD feels like



    Exploratory 

     Generative                   Evaluative



EXPLORATORY: Start with the questions you 
want to address (not the research methods). 

What are unmet needs in this domain?  Where is there a 
problem for people that I can solve with design?

Where are things working OK for people that I can amplify 
with great design?



Example: 
Living with 
hemophilia



    Exploratory 

     Generative                   Evaluative



GENERATIVE: Use the hypotheses you want to 
explore at this point in the HCD process. 

Once you have some initial hypotheses, create research stimuli*  
to dive deeper into possible opportunity areas.   
 
*These are different from early concepts.



Research Stimuli

Colorforms to illustrate relationships between 
things in a setting or context. 

“Show me your most dangerous situation 
as a cyclist in traffic.” 



    Exploratory 

     Generative                   Evaluative



EVALUATIVE: Compare and validate concepts 
against the identified problem to be solved. 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of concept A over concept 
B?

How do people react when they experience the actual trade-offs 
required in a design?
 
Does this design solve for the unmet need we tried to address?



Retail pharmacy environment



Why do we care?



Why do we care about design research? 
 
One answer is because innovation is 
difficult. We are trying to solve new and 
tough problems. We need to look at the 
world with fresh eyes and in particular, 
through our users eyes. 
 
Users are our experts, not designers 
     (a quick story…)



The purpose of 
design research is to 
fuel human-centered 

design innovation



We are looking for insights, 
that lead easily to new solvable 
problems… 
 
…insights that have “design 
energy”



Rounding up



Role of the 
minivan in 
a family 
experience 



Living Room 
on Wheels ad 
campaign



Why isn’t this easy?





“This bottle would be 
easy for me to open.”





How to proceed



Research Assets 

You should arm yourself with a bunch of assets:

Research Plan
- Initial hypotheses
- Identified stakeholders
- Extreme users  
- Frameworks to guide you 
- Analogous observations 
- Research methods
- Research stimuli

 

  
          Discussion Guide

- Topics of exploration 
- Exploratory mindset open to 

unexpected areas of design 
energy

 



First, zoom out – open up the problem. Start wide so as 
not to miss an opportunity. 
 
If it’s a… 

• journey, what are the journey stages? 
 
• process, what are the process stages? 
 
• context, what is the larger context? 



WHO Who are the users and other stakeholders relevant to the problem? 
Consider who might be “extreme users”

WHAT What are the key issues you want to try to gain insight into? 
What your pre-existing hypotheses and potential biases? 
Consider what might be analogous inspiration

WHERE What contexts are important for you to visit? 
to observe and use your radical looking skills 
to use the context to cue user stories  
to have people be able to show you

WHEN Are there certain days or time periods when you will see certain rituals or important 
behaviors?

WHY Be able to articulate your hypotheses that drive the plan

HOW What methods will you use get at this understanding and maximize your chances of 
finding insights with design energy? 
What research stimuli will you create for the conversation?

Create a Design Research Plan (5Ws)



What hypotheses are you starting with? 

● Articulate your early hypotheses 
○ You need these to plan the research, but you need to be 

open to being wrong. STRONG HYPOTHESES, WEAKLY 
HELD 

○ New hypotheses will come out of each wave of research 
and you adapt what you do in the next research wave 
accordingly 
 
At this stage, nothing is precious! 



Could some analogous research help? 



Race Car pit crews have a lot in common with OR teams 
- Safety, speed, and efficiency are paramount 
- Things are kitted, a lot of backup duplicates 
- Intense team work with specific team roles



Where could we look for inspiration around the problem of 
diapering an infant?  What are analogous domains where they 
need to optimize for speed and convenience? 
  



Theater costume change Rock climbing



Don’t just focus on your core users



Extreme Users 





Some other basics, like, er… 
 

how do you talk to people?





Research Stimuli can help you extend the 
conversation beyond the obvious into the areas 

you want to explore with your design



Some forms of research stimuli 
Research stimuli are designed to focus the exploration on your 
topics of interest and foster the conversation in interesting ways 
that go beyond simply asking questions.

● Existing Things 
● Panel Comic
● Drawing Exercises
● Framework Exercises
● Storyboards
● Heroes and Villains Narrative

● Colorforms
● Orthogonal Design Exercises
● Card Sorts
● Role Playing
● Evocative Images
● Sacrificial concepts 



Research Stimuli are NOT concepts. They are 
designed to probe the problem and then be 
tossed aside. 
 
To explore the full breadth of a problem, you 
need to move quickly to cover a lot of territory – 
don’t waste time on precision at this stage.



How do research stimuli differ from prototypes?

Research stimuli
 

Prototypes

Insights about 
users & context

 

Feedback about 
solutions

Design 
opportunities

 

Design concepts



Processing your research 
findings



WHERE DOES YOUR 
INTUITION TELL YOU 

THERE IS DESIGN 
ENERGY?

 

- Look for buckets and themes
- Consider the relationships 

between themes
- Group/re-group 
- Compare notes
- Have each team member 

articulate 3 key findings at 
regular intervals

 
THE 
“SCIENCE”

 

       THE ART 

Synthesis



Four basic steps

I Tell stories

II Look for patterns and themes

III  Identify insights with design 
energy

IV  Communicate the insights



Patterns and 
 Themes 

What themes run across your 
stories?

Focus on emotional, not just 
functional

Look for tensions and contradictions

Try both bottom up and top down 
clustering of your observations



Iconic images  

a picture can really be worth 1000 
words - and an N of 1000

the right image can be quite 
memorable and sticky











Moving from 
Insights to HMWs 

tensions are building blocks for 
design solutions

stories help steer you



Step 1:    

Articulate the users, their needs and goals, and high 
level challenges… 

which become your high level INSIGHTS



As a ________, I want/need ________ , so that ________. 
          User Type   User Need  User Goal

________ is challenging for ________ because ________. 
  Situation           User Type  Cause/Problem

USER NEED

USER PROBLEM



As a ________, I want/need ________ , so that ________. 
         User Type                         User Need         User Goal

________ is challenging for ________ because ____________. 
Situation      User Type                Cause/Problem

USER NEED

USER PROBLEM

As a caregiver, I want/need to feel my elderly loved one is safe in their home so that I 
have peace of mind when I am not there.   

INSIGHT: Falls are challenging for both of us because they often lead to hospitalization 
and a cascade of problems which start a downward spiral in health, mobility, and 
fearfulness for my loved one.



Step 2:    

Articulate more specific TENSIONS for each insight to 
move you towards design ideas 



TENSION: Reducing clutter and eliminating fall risks (e.g., credenza that juts out) could prevent 
falls BUT older people are reluctant to part with things - especially things with emotional 
significance. 

TENSION: Leaving the controlled environment of the home exposes people to a variety of fall risks 
(uneven pavement, purses hung on chairs in restaurants), BUT experiences outside the home 
provide physical, cognitive, emotional, and social benefits for an older adult. 

TENSION: Assistive aids to prevent falls exist (e.g., rollators) BUT they make people feel old and 
are often aesthetically unpleasing. 



Step 3:    

TENSIONS lead directly to interesting problems to 
solve. How Might We (HMW) balance two competing 
conditions. 

The essence of design is artful compromise. 



High Level Insight

From Insights to HMWs
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High Level Insight

From Insights to HMWs
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These are your tensions from each 
insight

These are your brainstorm prompts for each 
specific tension [These are readily solvable 
with design]

These are your observations
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Leading to multiple research 
insights [You can’t solve 
these with design]
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Step 2

Step 1



HMW design more aesthetically pleasing assistive aids? 

HMW design assistive aids that do not connote “old age”? 

HMW design assistive aids that are more invisible to others? 

HMW imbue assistive aids with positive emotive stories? 

HMWs



Thank you 
 

Any questions? 
 

burroughs.andrew.c@gmail.com



Appendix: 
Tools & Frameworks



Research approaches

Project phase: Strategize Execute Assess

Goal

Inspire, explore and 
choose new directions and 

opportunities

Inform and optimize 
designs in order to reduce 
risk and improve usability

Measure product 
performance against itself 

or competition

Approach
Qualitative and quantitative Mainly qualitative 

(Formative)
Mainly quantitative 

(Summative)

Typical Methods

Field studies, diary studies, 
data mining or analytics

Card sorting, field studies, 
participatory design, paper 

prototype, usability 
studies, desirability 

studies, customer emails

Usability benchmarking, 
online assessments, 
surveys, A/B testing



WHO Who are the users and other stakeholders relevant to the problem? 
Consider who might be “extreme users”

WHAT What are the key issues you want to try to gain insight into? 
What your pre-existing hypotheses and potential biases? 
Consider what might be analogous inspiration

WHERE What contexts are important for you to visit? 
to observe and use your radical looking skills 
to use the context to cue user stories  
to have people be able to show you

WHEN Are there certain days or time periods when you will see certain rituals or important 
behaviors?

WHY Be able to articulate your hypotheses that drive the plan

HOW What methods will you use get at this understanding and maximize your chances of 
finding insights with design energy? 
What research stimuli will you create for the conversation?

Design Research Planning (5Ws)



Try using the AEIOU framework



Human Hierarchy of Needs 
based on Maslow,	A.H. (1943). A	theory	of	human	

motivation. Psychological Review. 50 (4): 370–96. 

PHYSICAL

EMOTIONAL

COGNITIVE

SOCIAL & 
CULTURAL

Ergonomics. What will be relevant to consider 
about the user physically interacting with the 
product?  
e.g., is the button pressure optimal for this older user?

What emotional issues do you want to 
explore?   
e.g., how does it make me feel to wear this?

What makes something easy to understand or confusing in 
the domain you are exploring?  Can you hook into an 
existing mental model?  
e.g., it is clear when to use this and what happens when you press the 
button?  What feedback do you get that you actually pressed the button?

What social and cultural norms might 
be relevant to this problem area?  
e.g.,does it mark the user as “old” to the rest of 
the community?  Is there a stigma or is it 
socially acceptable?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham_Maslow
http://psychclassics.yorku.ca/Maslow/motivation.htm
http://psychclassics.yorku.ca/Maslow/motivation.htm






Some forms of research stimuli 
Research stimuli are designed to focus the exploration on your topics of interest and foster the conversation in interesting ways that go beyond simply asking questions.

● Existing Things 
● Panel Comic
● Drawing Exercises
● Framework Exercises
● Storyboards
● Heroes and Villains Narrative

● Colorforms
● Orthogonal Design Exercises
● Card Sorts
● Role Playing
● Evocative Images
● Sacrificial concepts 



Colorforms

Colorforms to illustrate relationships between 
things in a setting or context. 

“Show me your most dangerous situation 
as a cyclist in traffic.” 



Orthogonal Design Exercises

Asked people to design a 
new police uniform to 
understand how police could 
better serve people with 
severe mental illnesses in the 
public health system.   



Card Sorts

Pick a few - what matters most to you? 

Example: project was about engagement with a professional organization 
for doctors 

Card Sort (30 mins) 
I have about 20 cards here.  Each one has a dimension that could be important for a 
physician to experience joy in their job.  I’d like you to read each card and then pick 5 or so 
that describe what matters to you. 

Think aspirational rather than rational.  Imagine that time, money, and healthcare reform    
don’t matter right now.  Then we’ll talk about each card you chose.



Role Playing

Imagine you are looking for a new roommate.  Play the role of an applicant you 
are interviewing who you do not feel safe with.   

I’ll play you.   
- Tell me a little about yourself 
- What do you like to do for fun? 
- What are you looking for in a roommate situation? 

Do this roleplaying 2x 
1. Make it obvious 
2. Make it subtle



Evocative Images

“Tell me a story about this picture.” 

Used to talk with adult children caregivers 
about “taking away” the car keys from their 
elderly parents 



As a ________, I want/need ________ , so that ________. 
          User Type   User Need  User Goal

________ is challenging for ________ because ________. 
  Situation           User Type  Cause/Problem

USER NEED

USER PROBLEM





Journey
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